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NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
In this paper we mainly discuss properties of  finite matrix groups containing 
a normal subgroup of  prime index. By definition, the matrix group 
G c GL(n,K),  K a field, is a monomial matrix group over K, if any element 
g = (aij)~ G has the property that Ctij :/: 0 precisely once in every row and every 
matrix group over K (or that G can be brought into monomial form over K), if 
there exists a matrix s~GL(n ,K)  such that sGs -~ c_GL(n,K) is a monomial  
group over K. Let the group Uc_ GL(n,K) be K-reducible, i.e. there exists a 
matrix o ~ GL(n,K) and an integer m with n >m _> 1 such that vUo -1 is a matrix 
group all of  whose matrices are of  the form (~**), where 0 is a zero-matrix 
consisting of  m columns and n - m rows. (If such a v ~ GL(n, K) does not exist, 
then Uis called K-irreducible). Let M c_ vUo -1 be the set of  matrices of  the form 
T 
('~**); here Im is the identity matrix of  size m × m. Then M is a normal sub- 
group of  oUr -l. Consider oUr  -1 =LA[~=I t iM , where {t 1 . . . . .  tf} is a complete set 
of  representatives of  (left) cosets of  M in our  -1, and so IvUo-1/MI=f. 
Therefore every element of  t iM has the same left upper matrix ui, say, of  size 
m×m. Hence the map t iM~ui ,  i=1  . . . . .  f gives a representation of  vUv -~, 
whence of  U. We call such a subgroup {us . . . . .  uf} of GL(m,K)  a K-constituent 
of  U. 
Now let G be a subgroup of GL(n,K). By definition, G is absolutely 
irreducible if G is L-irreducible for all fields L with K c L c/C, where/C is an 
algebraic losure of  K. 
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After these preliminaries it must be clear to the reader how the given 
terminology and the usual terminology from the representation theory of 
groups are fitted together. All groups written with the letter G are finite in this 
paper. Additional notation is standard following [3]. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Nbe  a normal subgroup of G, where G c_ GL(n, C), and let G/Nbe cyclic 
of prime order. We regard the following problem. Suppose G is a monomial 
group over C. Consider a C-irreducible constituent of N. Is it possible to bring 
such a constituent into monomial form over C? We will obtain Theorem 1 
giving a result in which we can see under what circumstances a constituent may 
be monomial. 
By means of Theorem 1 we get 
THEOREM 2. Let G c_ GL(n, Q((m)), (rn = e2gi/m, m >-- 1, n >_ 2. Suppose G is 
an absolutely irreducible matrix group, which is a monomial group over Q((m). 
Let pJ(m, p odd prime. Let N~G with IG/N] =p. Then at least one of  the 
following properties holds. 
a) G = NA for every maximal abelian normal subgroup A of G, 
b) N is Q((m)-irreducible (whence monomial as matrix group over Q((m)), 
c) G is Q((m)-equivalent to a matrix group C, such that C is induced from a 
monomial absolutely irreducible matrix group E all of entries are contained 
in Q((m), and where also E is a homomorphic mage of N. 
There are two corollaries to Theorem 2, namely 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the situation of Theorem 2, part c) holds. 
Then any Q((m)-irreducible constituent of  N is isomorphic to a monomial 
matrix group, all of whose entries are contained in Q((m). 
COROLLARY 4. Consider the situation of Theorem 2, part b). Let 
G c_ GL(n, Q((m)) C_ GL(n, C). Then any C-irreducible constituent of N is 
isomorphic to a monomial matrix group, all of whose entries are contained in 
C, if part a) of Theorem 2 does not apply. 
We can rephrase the results of Theorem 2, Corollary 3, Corollary 4, in the 
language of the representation theory of groups. We assume that Irr Xis  the set 
of the irreducible complex characters of the finite group X. Let X e Irr G be 
afforded by the natural representation f the Q((m)-irreducible matrix group G, 
which is monomial over Q((m). Assume N ~ G, I G/N] = p, p odd prime, p ~(m. 
Then G =NA for every maximal abelian normal subgroup A of G, or else every 
irreducible constituent of ZN, contained in Irr N, is monomial. 
After these corollaries 3 and 4 it will be shown that the corollary 4 does not 
hold in general in case p=2,  2~'m. Under the heading Case A we exhibit an 
example for which m = 1, namely we consider the group G = GL(2, ~3). In Case B 
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we obtain a situation with p = 2, m = 1 such that the group G is an absolutely 
irreducible monomial matrix group of order 29. 7 contained in GL(16, ©). This 
group G has all its complex irreducible representations monomial. The group G 
contains precisely three maximal normal subgroups N1,Nz,N3 all of index 2 in 
G. Furthermore G has a unique maximal abelian normal subgroup A of order 4 
such that, say, N1 ~_A. It turns out that only the conclusion of part c) of 
theorem 2 applies when N=N1, whereas the conclusions of part a) and b) of 
theorem 2 hold both for the groups N= N2 and N = N 3. The construction of the 
relevant representations i  Case B produces a Hadamard matrix of size 8 x 8 in 
a surprising way, as a lagniappe. 
§1 
We start with the statement and the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let D: G-~ GL(n, C) be a faithful irreducible monomial 
representation f G with n >_ 2. Let R be an irreducible constituent of  the restric- 
tion of D to the normal subgroup N of G, and assume that G /N  is cyclic of 
prime order p. Then at least one of the following properties hold. 
a) G-=NA for every maximal abelian normal subgroup A of  G, 
b) The representation R is complex equivalent to a monomial representation 
of N, 
c) The group (D(N), M)  is an irreducible complex matrix group. Here M is 
constructed as follows. Let K be the field generated by the utmost left-upper 
entries of all matrices in D(G). Then K= ©(0 where ~ is a primitive mt~-root 
of  unity, m as small as possible. Let M be the full diagonal matrix group 
of order m~, •any element on a diagonal is equal to an element of  the set 
{ exp(2nki/m) l k = 1 . . . . .  m }. 
PROOF. Let B be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. By a theorem of 
Seitz ([4], lemma 1.8), D is induced by a linear non-principal character )t of 
some subgroup H of G, containing B. Therefore, if {tl= 1, t2 . . . . .  tn} is a 
complete set of representatives of right cosets of H in G, we may state that 
D(g)=(Otij) for g~G,  with ccij=)~(tigtf 1) when t ig t f l~H and aij=O when 
tigtf 1 ¢~ H. See also theorem 9.1 of [1]. Then D(B) is an abelian group consisting 
of diagonal matrices. Since B is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G, we 
conclude that D(B) is precisely the group consisting of all diagonal matrices of 
D(G). The group H/Ker  )0 is cyclic of order m (say), where m _> 2. Hence the 
elements on the main diagonal of any matrix D(b), b ~ B, are mth-roots of unity. 
Notation: Z m --- {¢t~ C]o~ n = 1}. 
Now D(g)= P(g)M(g), with M(g) some n x n-diagonal matrix depending on 
g e G and with P(g) some permutation matrix such that there is a symbol 1 on 
the (k, m)-entry of P(g) if txgtm I ~ H and a symbol 0 on the (k, m)-entry of P(g) 
whenever tkgtm 1~ H. In case tagt~ 1~ H, then ~(tagtb 1) is the (a, a)-entry of M(g). 
We will say that the matrix P(g) is derived from the matrix D(g). 
Define the matrix group G such that 
G = (P(g), (~o l "..°a, ) Ig~ G, O~i~ lm, i= 1 ... . .  n), 
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where P(g) is derived from D(g). It follows that the subgroup/3 of G, consisting 
of all diagonal matrices of G, has order rn n. Moreover, it is easy to check that 
P(gl )D = P(g2)D ¢* D(gl )D(B ) = D(g2)D(B). 
The group D(G) is a subgroup of G and thus this natural representation f 0 is 
an irreducible monomial representation f degree n. 
The group 0 does split over D and in fact G=PD, PAD=I,, ,  where 
P = (P(a)), where a runs through a complete set of (right) coset representatives 
of D(B) in D(G). Notice that DA G=D(B) and that t~ =D(G)D. 
As D is faithful, we drop from now on D( ) and we regard G as subgroup of 
G in the appropriate way. 
Now, let N be a normal subgroup of G such that G/Nis cyclic of prime order 
p. We skip case a), and so we assume that N~_B. We have the following 
diagram. 
GD = G l id  
G H 
B 
N HNN 
If N ~ H, then we are in case b). For 2 N would be irreducible (whence 
monomial), as (2N) a = Trace D is irreducible. Since 2 N is a constituent of 2ctN, 
and since all irreducible constituents of 2Gl~v are conjugated to ,t iv, the result 
follows. 
Therefore we may take G = NH. We have ND,~ GD = O, for N consists of 
monomial matrices yielding [N,D] c_D. Further I~/ND I=p and (HAN)D= 
=NDAHD. 
The group HD is characterized by the fact that it consists precisely of those 
matrices having a non-zero left-upper entry a11. 
Therefore, by [3], V. 18.9, Trace G is induced by a linear character q/of liD. 
Let ~ = g/z•, whence ~0 is a linear character of D. Consider the inertia group of 
in G; call it Io(~o). So Id(~p)2HD. Writing ~1 =(P and l= [0:Io(~0)], Clifford's 
theorem ([3], V.17.3), implies that 
~ttO ID = e(~01 + "'" + ~0l). 
However,/5 consists of all diagonal matrices whose non-zero entries are taken 
freely from Zm. Hence e=l .  Therefore q/°(1)=l=el=[O:HD], whence 
Io(~) = liD. It follows that IND(~p ) = IG(~p) n ND = l id  n ND = (HA N)D. 
Now assume that INB(~)¢Io(¢). Then, by theorem V.17.11 of [3], 
(IffHDNND)ND~ Irr ND, and by Mackey's theorem, (g/O)ND= (g/HDnND/v~9, and 
we are in case c). 
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Hence assume that IND(qO=I~(~o). Then HDc_ND,  and so ~,NZ~ is a 
monomial irreducible constituent of (q/G)u b, and q/vD(1)=p-l(q/a)uD(1). 
Hence again all irreducible constituents of (~O)NZ~ are monomial. In fact 
(q/°)uz~=sum of p inequivalent monomial irreducible characters Vl . . . . .  Vp. 
Then let Trace G=)~. If  )~NeIrrN, then )ON is monomial and we are done 
(case b)). Thus let ZN = 01 +""  + Op, Oi e Irr N, following theorem (6.19) of [2]. 
Hence O/c=Z, and also ~Oi=]=~O j if i~ j .  Combining the last fact with the 
foregoing conclusion we get 
~1 +""  -1- OP -~ XN = ( ( IffG)G )N = ( O[IG)ND )N = Vl IN "}-"" "b V p ]N" 
Therefore, after an eventual renumbering, it follows that 0i = Vi[N, i= 1, ..., p.  
Hence all these Oi, i= 1, . . . ,p  are monomial. That finishes the proof of the 
theorem, as we are now in case b). 1[ 
Now consider the situation in the proof of theorem 1 where IND((O)4zlO(~O), 
i.e. that (qZ6)ND = (q/nDnNb) Nb ~ Irr N/). Let also )~N = Q1 +""  + Qp, Oi e Irr N, 
Oi ~ Oj if i ~ej. Whence 0/c =)C. The character ((q/°)Nz~)6 can be decomposed into 
EP=I((qlO)@Ai), where q /4®Aie I r rG ,  gt°@Ai=/=lp'°@Aj if i :~j,  the 
Ai, i= , .... p,  are the linear characters of O/ND,  inflated to G. Therefore 
q/4(aa) :~ 0 for some a e G \N ,  a e D, as there are x e G \N  with G = ND(x) .  
However x(b) =0 here, for any be G\N.  
Hence some elements on the diagonal of a are non-zero, whereas 
Trace a = 2:(a) = 0. More especially we may take a e Sylp(G). Indeed, the element 
a p', with p '= [a[/(p-part of [a[), has the properties as mentioned for a in the 
very last section; notice that aP'e G\N .  
By the proof of theorem V. 18.9 of [3], it follows that the complex monomial 
matrix group G is equivalent o a monomial matrix group GI all of whose 
entries are contained in ©((m), as soon as the left upper entries of all matrices of 
G lie in ©(~m). Such an integer m does always exist and we take m as small as 
possible. In the sequel we treat G1 and we write G. 
Now assume that the entries xl . . . . .  xu on the main diagonal of a e G\N  are 
such that ~ }'= 1 xi = 0, with x/g: 0 for any i = 1 . . . . .  u, while the other elements on 
the main diagonal of a are all zero. The order of any x/is a non-negative power of 
p, just as a is monomial. Let p~ be the order of a. Since ai~i N for all i~ 0 (mod p), 
we have z(a/) = 0 for those i. Because of the fact that a is a monomial matrix, we 
get ~ }'= 1 x{ = 0, for any j e F, F being the set 
{1 ... . .  pa_  1} \{0 ,p  ..... (pa - '  - 1)p}. 
(Notice also that for any such j x j . . . . .  x j are precisely the non-zero elements on 
the main diagonal of a J; we leave this as an exercise to the reader). All the xi are 
(pa)th-roots of unity. Let B be some fixed primitive (pa)th-root of unity. We can 
write 
pC¢_ 1 
x l+" '+Xu = ~, nifl i, n ieNU{0},  
i-O 
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where any x i is some//o for which no q: 0 and where n~ = 0 whenever /Fa x t for all 
t = 1 . . . . .  u. Therefore 
pa_  1 
X) ~ ni(fli)J=o, any jeF. 
i=0  
In fact it follows that for any l=0, 1 . . . . .  p -  1 
pa-  l - lpa -  I 
Y. ni(ff-tP'~-~)J=O, any j eF .  
i = lpCt- I 
(The indices in n i must be taken modulo p~ in the set {0 . . . . .  p~-  1 }). Summing 
over j for fixed I and fixed i, we get, writing w =p~-  1, 
Pno= no+ nw + ... + n(p_ l)w= pnw = Pn2w = ... = pn(p_ l) w. 
Hence no= nw . . . . .  n(p_ 1)w. Next we can repeat his procedure for the set of 
equations 
pw 
XX) 0 = ~ ni(fl i- 1)j, 
i=1 
where npw = rt0, j e F. 
The set of equations xx) follows from the set of equations x). Analoguously we 
arrive at n~=nw+l . . . . .  n(p-1)w+l. By transforming the set of equations x) 
repeatedly we come to 
nd=nw+d . . . . .  n(p_l)w+d, d=O, 1 . . . . .  w -1 .  
Then we have 
x i=(no+nl f l+  "" + nw_ lflw-l)(1 +flw+ ... + (pw)(p- 1)). 
i=1  
Hence certainly p] u. Assume ns* 0 for a certain s c {0, 1 . . . . .  w -  1 }. The 
number f f  is now also a mth-root of unity, as a t  G I (=G)  and as f f  is an entrie 
on the main diagonal of a. 
Assume that p{m.  Then X is not only p-rational, but even G1 is, as we can 
call it, a p-rational monomial matrix group. Moreover /~ ©((p~) A ©((m) = © 
(by galois theory, because ofp'~m).  Since ]fls] = 1, we have p~= _+1. 
Now let p ,2 ,  p{m.  Then we have f l~=l.  In this case E~/=lxi = 
= n0(1 + flw +.. .  + (flw)(p- 1)), while nl = n2 . . . . .  nw_ 1 = 0. Now flw = flp~-~ . Q 
when p:~2. On the other hand, if n0~0 then flw is an entrie on the main 
diagonal of a e G1, so flwe ©((p~)N ©((m)= ©. Hence there are no non-zeroes 
on the main diagonal of a e G1. Thus (~UOl)uz~ must decompose, i.e. IND(~O)= 
=Z~(~). 
The results obtained sofar lead to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let  G c GL(n, ©((m)) be an absolutely irreducible monomial  
matrix group with n>_2. Let  p~fm, p odd prime. Suppose N<G with 
IG /N  I =p. Write K=Q(fm).  Then at least one o f  the fo l lowing properties 
holds. 
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a) G = NA for every maximal abelian normal subgroup A of G, 
b) N is K-irreducible (whence monomial as matrix group over K), 
c) G is K-equivalent to a matrix group C, where C is induced from a monomial 
absolutely irreducible matrix group E all of whose entries are in K, and 
where E is a homomorphic mage of N. 
PROOF. The very last fact in c) can be derived from [ND((p)=IG((p), i.e. 
HD c_ NO, and qivDiNle__--KG. In this case E is absolutely irreducible as soon as 
C is absolutely irreducible. This is easily seen to be true, by comparing the 
degrees of C®KC and of H e, where H is an irreducible C-constituent of 
E®K C; notice that H e is C[G]-isomorphic to (an irreducible constituent of) 
C®KC. The other statements follow directly from the results mentioned 
before. 1[ 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the situation of theorem 2, part c) holds. 
Then any K-irreducible constituent of N is isomorphic to a monomial matrix 
group, all of whose entries are contained in K. 
PROOF. We argue by means of the language of the representation modules. 
Let L _3 K be a splitting field for G. According to theorem (9.10) of [2], L can be 
chosen such that [L :K] < oo. Suppose V is the corresponding K[G]-module, 
and suppose W is the K[N]-module corresponding to the representation E. The 
modules Vand Ware both absolutely irreducible modules. Now V-~KtGI We, so 
V®K L = We ®K L ~ ( W®K L ) ° as K[G]-modules. By the theorem of Frobenius 
and Nakayama, any L-irreducible constituent of (V®KL)N = VN®KL is 
G-conjugated to an L-irreducible constituent of (W®I¢L)e[N, i.e. to W®KL. 
By theorem (9.7) of [2] it follows that VN contains ome K[N]-isomorphic opy 
of W. Since now W is a monomial K[N]-module, any G-conjugated K[N]: 
module to Wis monomial. By Clifford's theorem, see [3], V.17.3, the proof of 
the corollary is complete, il 
COROLLARY 4. Consider the situation of theorem 2, part b). Then any 
C-irreducible constituent of N is isomorphic to a monomial matrix group, all of 
whose entries are contained in C, if part a) of Theorem 2 does not apply. 
PROOF. In theorem 2, part b), either N is an absolutely irreducible matrix 
group over K, or N@KC decomposes in p G-conjugated inequivalent matrix 
groups over C. Let M be such a matrix group. Then it follows from what has 
been said above in the proof of theorem 2, that Iuf~(~p)=Io((p), HD c_ND, and 
that ~oND]N is G-conjugated to Trace M. Hence M and all its G-conjugates can 
be brought into monomial form. ]t 
Next we show that the corollary 4 to theorem 2, part b) does not hold in 
general, in case p=2,  2~'m. We shall exhibit one example with m = 1 and we 
give another example that possesses some interesting properties. 
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CASE A. Let G = GL(2, D:3). The order of G is 48. The center Z(G) consists 
of two elements and it is the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. 
We have G/Z(G)  =_ $4, the symmetric group on four elements. Now G splits over 
G" with G/G"=S3,  G"=quaternion group of order 8, Z(G")=Z(G) .  Hence 
there exists a subgroup Y of G with Y_= $3. Let X= YZ(G). Then YN Z(G) = { 1 } 
and X/Z(G)  = $3. Let Y= (a, b]a 3 = b E = 1, bab -1 = a-l),  Z(G) = (c), e = e 2ni/3. 
Then D(a) = D(b) = 1, D(c) -- - 1 determines a linear representation D of X over 
Q. The induced representation D ° can be described as a monomial matrix 
group over Q. By the structure of G, it follows that Ker D ° equals the four-by- 
four identity matrix group (otherwise KerD°~Z(G) ,  an impossibility as 
D°(c) - - - /4) .  Thus D ° is faithful. Now, following the character table of 
GL(2, Uz3) of the irreducible representations of G over C (see [5]), it follows that 
Trace DOe Irr G. Hence D ° is already absolutely irreducible and G can be 
regarded as a monomial absolutely irreducible matrix group contained in 
GL(4, Q). Write z = Trace D °. Let IG/NI = 2, whence N= SL(2, D:3). Then there 
exists r/e Irr N with r/°= Z and such that Q(r/)= Q(e). Notice however that the 
2 x 2-matrix group B for which B---N and Trace B = t/, cannot be realized over 
Q(e), but it can be realized over Q(e, i). The reason is that Blv, is a faithful 
irreducible 2 × 2-matrix group isomorphic to the quaternion group N '  of eight 
elements. Therefore D°]N is Q-irreducible. Moreover B is not C-equivalent to a 
monomial matrix group, as is well known. This settles the case A. Remark that 
theorem 2, part b) applies here also for p = 2, m = 3, but not the corollary 4. 
CASE B. Consider the group G = ((c)×L)(d) ,  where C 2= d 2= 1, dcd -1= CZ, 
z2=l ,  ( z )=Z(L (d) ) ,  L=F( t ) ,  tT=l ,  F=(al ,b~)Y(az,  b2)Y(a3,b3), F is the 
amalgamated product of three dihedral groups of order 8 such that ~ = b~ = 1, 
(aibi)Z=z, i=1,2,3.  The element t operates on F as follows: ta l t - l=a2,  
ta2 t-~ = a~ a2a 3 , ta3 t -~ = aza3, tbl t -~ = bzb3, tbzt -1 = b~ , tb3 t -~ = b~ b 3 . Moreover 
daid- l=bi ,  i=1,2,3 and dtd- I=t  -1. Consider the subgroup (t, b l ,bz,b3,z) .  
Define D(t )=D(b l )=D(bz)=D(b3)= 1, D(z )=- l .  The map D determines a
linear representation of (t, bl, b2, b3,z). The induced representation D L can be 
written in monomial form as follows (we write Ai=OL(ai)  etc., (*)). 
A l= 
%1oooood 
10000000 
00001000 
00000100 
00100000 
00010000 
00000001 
oooooo lo  
Az= 
bOlOOOOC 
00001000 
10000000 
00000010 
01000000 
00000001 
00010000 
ooooo o  
(*) Namely, let 0:1 = 1, 0~2=¢tl, 0'3=0'2, ~4=a'3, ~5=ala2,  0"6=ala3, q7=a2a3, ot8=ala2a 3. Then 
DL(g) = (06) with O(otig~tf 1) = ~oij if aiguf  1 is contained in (t, b 1 , b 2, b3, z) and Qij = 0 if otigaflEtl 
(t, bl, b2, b3, z). 
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A3= 
%001 
0000 
0000 
1000 
0000 
0100 
0010 
0000 
000  
0100 
0010 
0000 
0001 
0000 
0000 
1000 
, B1--  
r 1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
I 
-1 
n 2 = 
Z= 
1 
-1 
~--1 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
I 
-1 
-1 ,  
-1 
-1 
-1 
- I  
9 3 = 
f l 1 
T= 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
-1 -1 J  
r l000000 ! 
0000001 
0100000 
0000010 
0000000 i 
O000100 
O001000 
O010000 
The representation D L is an absolutely irreducible Q-representation f L; this 
follows from the fact that DLIF is known to be an irreducible C-representation. 
Now we try to find an 8 × 8 matrix D1 such that D1 acts by conjugation on 
Ai, Bi, Z, T for i= 1,2,3 just as d does on ai, bi, z,t for i= 1,2,3. If we demand 
that DI 2 =•8, then we find that there are precisely two Dl's, namely D~I and D~z 
rl 1 
1-1  
1 1 
1 1 
Da i= ai 1 -1 
1-1  
1 1 
~_1 -1 
with 
1 1 1 1 1 1 -~ 
1 1 -1  -1  1 -1  
-1  1 -1  1 -1  -1  
1 -1  1 -1  -1  -1  
-1  1 1 -1  -1  1 
1 -1  -1  1 -1  1 
-1  -1  -1  -1  1 1 
-1  -1  1 1 1 -1  
with 8a 2= 1. 
It is a surprising fact that the matrices D.i with D2i= Is are multiples of some 
8 × 8 Hadamard matrix! Presumably Hadamard matrices of size 2u× 2 u can be 
obtained in a similar way. Notice that the two solutions a~ = ¼~/2, a2 = - ¼~/2 in 
our example B give rise to two representations Rl and R2 of L(d) afforded by 
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(A1,A2,As,Z, B1,B2,B3, T, Dal) and (A1,A2,Aa,Z, B1,B2,Ba, T, Da2); here 
D~ 1 =Rl (d )  and D,2 =R2(d).  These two representations are inequivalent over 
C as Trace(Dal B1B2Bs) = 8al = 2v~ = -Trace(Da2B1B2 s). Further R1 IF = R2 IF. 
The representations R1 and R2 are realized over Q(v~). Let U be the absolutely 
irreducible D-representation of  ( c )×L  determined by U(c)=18, U(ai)=Ai, 
U(z)=Z, U(bi)=Bi, U(t)= T, for i=  1,2,3. Then it follows by Mackey's  
theorem that UClt<d> is C-equivalent to fill t(d), that is, C-equivalent o 
RI +R2.  Since RI is faithful, it follows by the lemma on page 164 of  [6], that R~ 
is an absolutely irreducible Q(v~)-representation. When viewed as C-represent- 
ations it follows from Frobenius'  reciprocity theorem that U G is C-equivalent to 
Rl c and to R2 c. Now notice that U ° can be realized as a monomial  matrix group 
over ~.  Hence, by the Trace formulas, we see that UOIL<d> is D-irreducible, but 
that uGIL<d) decomposes as C-representation i to two non-monomial  non- 
equivalent C-representations R1 and R2. 
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